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MÉGANE II IS AGILE AND 
SURE-FOOTED IN DYNAMIC MODE

Mégane II provides dynamic behaviour to match its external and internal appearance. Based on a 

completely new platform, Mégane II has new front and rear suspension combining precision with highly

effective isolation of noise and vibration. For complete driving control in all circumstances, the road-going

behaviour of Mégane II is highly efficient, in terms of both roadholding and braking. In addition to ABS,

Emergency Brake Assist and the tyre pressure monitoring system, Mégane II is the first model to use a

new-generation Bosch 8.0 electronic stability programme (ESP) incorporating understeer control logic

(UCL). The xenon headlamp units feature an all-new adaptive beam height control. 

The variable assist electric power steering, fitted as standard, heightens driving precision with character-

istics tailored to every need. Cockpit-style ergonomics has been developed to make the driver feel part of

the car.

At launch, Mégane II will be offered with a wide range of economical yet powerful VVT petrol and dCi 

diesel engines together with new-generation transmissions. Contributing to driving pleasure and travelling com-

fort, the acoustic treatment of Mégane II has been the focus of numerous studies and innovative features.

precision



Driving pleasure is created by a combina-
tion of factors including dynamics, 
ergonomics and acoustics. Feedback
from the vehicle is also of prime impor-
tance. The Mégane II design specification
called for a car that would provide 
active, sensitive and precise driving
pleasure. Built on a completely new plat-
form with new chassis engineering,
Mégane II benefits from a generous
wheelbase (2,625mm), and wide track
(1,518mm front and 1,514mm rear)
favouring stability and high-potential
grip. The reduced overhangs also enhance
the car’s manoeuvrability. 

The key to active safety, roadholding
is one of Mégane II's strong points. The
new platform and its new suspension
design guarantees stability regardless of
the type of road surface, side winds or
even during braking. Important work has
been carried out on the filtration of noise
and vibration and on feedback from the
road to achieve a higher level of driving
precision and to make the car more 
responsive. With increased suspension
travel – with front suspension bump tra-
vel of 75mm compared with 58mm in
Mégane – and optimized damper set-
tings, Mégane II provides ride comfort
which is firm, yet supple. The stiffer
anti-roll bars and wide tracks ensure
roadholding of the highest level. Mégane

II is characterized by
high natural stability
and dynamic behaviour
which remains neutral
and predictable even in
extreme situations. 

The new suspension
systems for Mégane
have been developed
to combine precise 
stability with noise and
vibration filtration. The
front suspension uses
MacPherson geometry
with a rectangular lower
arm which ensures the
decoupling of lateral
and longitudinal forces.
This makes it possible

to achieve high transverse stiffness,
which improves roadholding, while
absorbing longitudinal forces for the
sake of comfort. The front suspension is
carried on an isolated subframe which
also contributes to comfort by preventing
the transmission of vibration. 

The rear suspension consists of a program-
med-deflection torsion beam system plus
coil springs. The profile of the flexible
cross-beam incorporates an anti-roll bar
for optimum control of body roll. 
The attachment points of the beam are
outboard, which allows them to be ideally
placed just ahead of and within the
wheel axis. This positioning ensures
optimum stability. The choice of stiffness
of the beam and of the flexible mountings
was the result of a careful study
to achieve the highest level of vibratory
and acoustic comfort. 

New families of tyres were developed to
achieve an optimum trade-off between
minimum rolling resistance, leading to
lower fuel consumption, and maximum
grip. By comparison with the previous
generation of tyres, rolling resistance has
been reduced by 5% with optimized 
braking characteristics. These tyres were
also developed with the aim of providing
the driver with excellent feedback of
road information. 
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the loss of grip of the front wheels. Correction
is then achieved by reducing the engine torque
output and by applying braking so as to reduce
speed. Control of understeer works on two
wheels on one side, or on all four wheels
at once according to the severity of the 
understeer. As it may involve strong deceleration,
the stop lights are illuminated at a value
of more than 0.8 metres/sec2 in order to warn
following vehicles. During the operation
of understeer control, additional braking may

be applied by the driver if necessary. 

A traction control function (ASR) for starting
from rest and accelerating in low grip condi-
tions completes the ESP specification. The
computer continuously monitors the difference
in speed between the four wheels. Whenever
it detects that one of the driven wheels is 
spinning, that wheel is braked in order to 
transfer part of the torque to the other driven
wheel. At the same time, thanks to the drive-
by-wire throttle linkage and motorized throttle
valve, the engine torque is reduced. It should
be noted that this function can be inhibited
below 50kph by means of a switch on the
dashboard to help starting on gravel or uneven
surfaces. It is automatically reselected each
time the engine is started, whenever the driver
brakes of if the speed exceeds 50kph. Finally,
the engine torque regulation on overrun function
(MSR) avoids the risk of locking the driven
wheels by controlling the engine torque when
the driver lifts off the accelerator or during
deceleration on a low-grip surface.
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The wheels are generously proportioned, with
diameters of 15, 16 or 17 inches and wide tyre
section (195mm minimum). The tyres optimize
behaviour and safety through the transmission
to the surface of the high braking torque of
Mégane II. The braking system was dimensioned
according to the most severe criteria in order
to provide the driver not only with maximum
efficiency but also a feeling of power and 
response which remains constant even during
repeated applications.

The four discs are of large diameter
(260 or 280mm ventilated at the front
according to engine, and 240mm 
at the rear) and increased thickness
(22 or 24mm according to version).
The 11-inch brake servo provides
a maximum pressure within the circuit
of 115 bars compared with 90 bars in
the previous generation. The deceleration
ability and fade resistance of Mégane II
braking system has been dimensioned
for a stopping distance of 38 metres
during 10 consecutive stops from 100
to 0kph. 

Mégane II is equipped with the latest-
generation Bosch 8.0 ABS system with
EBD to allow the potential of the rear
brakes to be fully exploited. To optimize
stopping distances, Emergency Brake Assist
intervenes according to the speed of operation
of the brake pedal, to increase braking load and
maintain it at the maximum set by the ABS 
system. A standard feature of Mégane II is that
whenever the system is activated, the hazard
warning lights are automatically switched on. 

The ESP in Mégane II includes a new function
– understeer control logic (UCL) – developed
jointly by Renault and Bosch. ESP helps the
driver to remain in control of the vehicle, but
does not assume control, in the event of a sudden
loss of grip occurring during emergency
manoeuvres. Whenever it detects a deviation
from the intended trajectory, ESP imparts an
opposite effect through action on the engine
torque output and by braking one wheel so as
to return the car to its proper course. 

ESP with understeer control logic features
a new control program. Apart from countering
oversteer, the new computer works more 
effectively in the event of severe understeer or



Xenon headlamp units with 
adaptive beam height control

By combining better light output with extremely 
uniform light levels, xenon lamps contribute to active
safety. The use of such lamps for the dipped beam
doubles light intensity and therefore improves the
field of vision. Xenon headlamps also combine lower
consumption of electric power with a life expectancy
five times that of halogen units.

Mégane II is the first model to be equipped with an
adaptive beam height control to optimize visual range
according to the driving situation. Apart from the 
static correction which allows the beam height to be
maintained constant whatever the loading level of the
vehicle, this system also provides dynamic correction
during braking or acceleration. 

In Mégane II, the beam height is adjusted with 
reference to two laws in order to adapt the range 
of the beams to the speed of the car:

• at less than 30kph, the dipped beams are lowered
in order to reduce the high-level light output in
urban driving, and the beam range is then 55
metres.

• at more than 30kph, the dipped beams return to
a nominal position which gives a beam range 
of 71 metres.

3

Tyre pressure monitoring system

3

An essential contributor to safety, the tyre is too often neglected during routine
maintenance operations. Mégane II is available with a system which warns the
driver in the event of incorrect pressure in one or several tyres. The tyre 
pressure monitoring system detects slow leaks or a mismatch between the
speed of the vehicle and the tyre pressures. Once informed, the driver can
quickly intervene to ensure safety as well as to avoid premature tyre wear and
excessive fuel consumption.

A PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE AND ACCELERATION SENSOR IS INSTALLED IN EACH OF THE CAR’S FOUR WHEELS. EACH SENSOR

MEASURES THE PRESSURE, THE INTERNAL TEMPERATURE AND THE ACCELERATION OF ITS TYRE ONCE A MINUTE. IT TRANSMITS THIS

INFORMATION VIA A RADIO WAVE (433MHZ) IN CODED FORM DIRECTLY TO THE CENTRAL CABIN COMPUTER WHICH ANALYSES THE

MEASUREMENTS AND WARNS THE DRIVER IN THE EVENT OF ANY LEAKAGE OR INCORRECT INFLATION.
THE WARNING IS GIVEN BY THE ILLUMINATION OF THE WHEEL CONCERNED ON THE DASHBOARD DIAGRAM

AND BY THE DISPLAY OF A TEXT MESSAGE (OVER/UNDER INFLATION, PUNCTURE, WRONG PRESSURE

FOR SPEED, ETC.).

PRESSURE SENSOR



A driving position dedicated 
to the driver

Driving pleasure depends on
the quality of vehicle beha-
viour and steering precision,
but also on the visual appea-
rance and the ergonomics
of the driving position. The
sporty exterior design is
reflected in the treatment of
the driving position, laid out
like a cockpit around the 
driver with sober, distinctive
elements such as the avia-
tion-type parking brake or
the motorcycle-type instru-
ment hood lending emphasis
to the instrument dials. All
information, located at the
centre of the dashboard, can
be accessed at a glance. An
alphanumeric display shows
all messages relating to gree-
ting, warning, information
from the trip computer and
the mode changes of certain
functions. Text messages
effectively replace warning
lights, and make the driver’s
everyday tasks easier. The
driver can at any time view
the information in the trip
computer memory.

Mégane II's driving position
has been designed to offer
the driver a made-to-measure
fit. The steering wheel has a
smaller diameter (370mm)
but a thicker rim, and is 
perfectly in line, providing
excellent grip. The steering
column is adjustable over a

wide range for both height
and reach (+/-20mm in
height and +/-25mm in
reach). For additional com-
fort, especially on long jour-
neys, the driver is provided
with a large, flat footrest.
Feedback during driving is
an important factor. The seat
in particular plays the role of
a sensory transmitter, while
isolating the driver from
parasitic phenomena. In
addition to providing strong
sideways support, the front
seats feature several adjust-
ments including pumping-
type height adjustment from
range entry level, and adjus-
table lumbar support from
the Expression trim level.
The driving position is “out-
stretched”, as in Laguna II,
so that the driver feels at one
with the car.

Careful study also went into
operation of the controls to
improve their precision and
response. This is reflected
in shorter travel and easier
movement between posi-
tions, not only for the gear-
change but also for controls
beneath the steering wheel.
The gearchange gate has
shorter movements for preci-
sion and optimum guidance.
The gear lever, sports-type
and installed vertically,
invites use.
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Variable assist electric power-assisted
steering boosts driving pleasure
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Mégane II is equipped as standard
with electric power-assisted steer-
ing in which the degree of assis-
tance varies according to the
speed. This steering system 
is adapted to the various versions
in the range with the adoption 
of specific operating criteria asso-
ciated with the weight on the front
suspension and the type of engine.

The variable assist electric power-
assisted steering in Mégane II
allows the car to be positioned 
precisely with minimum effort.
The load increases with the speed
of the car, without any discon-
tinuity when moving from one 
level of assistance to the next. 
This function allows it to offer
both:

• steering which feels extremely
pleasant when manoeuvring in
town, with a very high level of
assistance. Combined with the
reduced turning circle of Mégane
II (10.5m between kerbs), its
manoeuvrability thus almost
matches that of a small car

• maximum driving precision at
higher speeds due to the progres-
sive reduction in the degree of
assistance. The feeling of stability
around the straight-ahead posi-
tion is thus improved, together
with the awareness of steering
load when entering a corner.

The result is optimum steering feel
for the driver with the right degree
of assistance in all circumstances.
To improve the comfort and pleasure

of driving, this power-assisted stee-
ring incorporates positive self-cen-
tring: this involves the return of the
steering wheel to the straight-ahead
position and offers good steering
feel thanks to a linkage between the
steering column and the rack which
isolates parasitic inputs.

The variable assist electric power-
assisted steering confers an ave-
rage fuel consumption saving of 
0.2 litres/100km in a normalized
cycle, compared with a variable-
assist hydraulic system. This
saving is primarily due to the fact
that the electrical system operates
only on demand, unlike hydraulic
technology, which requires pressure
to be maintained in the circuit at
all times.



Variable inlet valve
timing and major new
developments for the
1.6 16V VVT engine
The 1.6 16V (K4M) engine, which appeared in
1998, has been extensively developed for its
application in Mégane II. Apart from a new engine
management computer and a new throttle valve
unit for improved operating stability, the 1.6
16V engine is now equipped with variable inlet
valve timing. Its operation is fully variable
through a range of movement of 45° of crank-
shaft angle. This continuously variable operation
results in improved performance, fuel consump-
tion and ease of driving for each engine operating
point, from idling to maximum power.

The addition of variable inlet valve timing
results in an increase in torque of 3 to 8% at
intermediate engine speeds, while increasing

maximum power by 5bhp. The 1.6 16V (K4M)
engine in Mégane II thus develops 83kW
(115bhp) at 6,000rpm and provides a maxi-
mum torque of 152Nm (15.8m.kg) at
4,200rpm. To the benefit of ease of 
driving, 90% of the maximum torque is avai-
lable between 2,000 and 5,750rpm. In use,
this 16-valve engine with variable inlet valve
timing is as lively and pleasant, and very uniform
in its response with no flat-spots at low or
medium speeds. Its increased output has made
possible the use of higher gearing which limits
the fuel consumption to 6.8 litres/100km (163g
of CO2/km) in the European combined cycle
while retaining full performance. The combina-
tion of performance and fuel economy of
Mégane II 1.6 16V makes it one of the most
competitive products in its segment. 

The new valvetrain incorporates a device to
reduce acyclical camshaft movement, thus
improving reliability and reducing noise by lowe-
ring the drive belt tension. Noise levels are also
lowered by a new air intake system and more
compact accessory drive arrangements.
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Latest-generation powertrains 
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The petrol engine range at launch comprises three
units: 98bhp 1.4 16V, 115bhp 1.6 16V VVT and
136bhp 2.0 16V VVT. These latter two engines are
equipped with 16 valves and variable inlet valve
timing (VVT) for the benefit of ease of driving and
a reduction in fuel consumption. Other features 
common to all three engines include 16-valve cylinder
heads with twin overhead camshafts, and special
tubular (hollow) camshafts in order to save weight 
(400g saving per camshaft). Roller-type cam followers
and hydraulic lash adjustment allow valve train 
friction to be reduced by 50%. These engines combine
easy and pleasant driving with lower fuel consumption
and therefore also reduced CO2 emissions.

All of these petrol engines are equipped with a drive-by-
wire throttle linkage operating through a motorized
throttle valve for more precise control of the engine to
the benefit of ease of driving. All these petrol engines
comply with the Euro 3 (Euro 2000) emission requi-
rements and according to market, also satisfy the IF
Euro 4 fiscal incentive standards. They incorporate
on-board diagnostics (OBD) to ensure the continued
effectiveness of pollution control equipment over
time.

A lively but economical
1.4 16V
On its introduction in 1999, the 1.4 16V (K4J) 
engine proved immediately popular because of its 
liveliness and high efficiency. For Mégane II, it is
equipped with a new engine management computer
for improved ease of driving in transient conditions.
With a power output of 72kW (98bhp) at 6,000rpm
for a capacity of only 1390cc, it provides good ease
of driving. Its maximum torque is 127Nm (13m.kg)
at 3,750rpm. 90% of the maximum torque is avail-
able over a wide speed range from 2,000 to
5,750rpm. Intended for customers looking for an
engine which is both lively and economical, Mégane II
1.4 16V achieves a fuel consumption of only 6.7
litres/100km in the combined cycle (161g of
CO2/km). An 80bhp version of this engine will appear
at the beginning of 2003. 

THE CAMSHAFT ANGLE VARIATOR IS OPERATED BY PRESSURE SUPPLIED FROM THE OIL PUMP VIA A TWO-WAY SOLENOID VALVE

CONTROLLED BY THE ENGINE MANAGEMENT COMPUTER. THE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE WHICH IS EXERTED ON THE ROTOR TRANSLATES INTO

A FORCE WHICH ALLOWS THE ROTOR (ATTACHED TO THE CAMSHAFT) TO BE ROTATED RELATIVE TO THE STATOR (ATTACHED TO THE DRIVE

SPROCKET). THIS ANGULAR VARIATION IS A FUNCTION OF ENGINE SPEED AND LOAD AND FLUID TEMPERATURES. IT OPTIMIZES

CYLINDER FILLING BY CONTROLLING THE OPENING AND CLOSING OF THE INLET VALVES AT ALL ENGINE SPEEDS. 

CAMSHAFT ANGLE VARIATOR
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A new-generation
2.0 16V VVT
The 2.0 16V (F4R) engine in Mégane II is
a latest-generation unit with improved
efficiency and acoustic comfort. This
engine has been extensively developed on
the basis of the 2.0 16V turbo recently
introduced in Vel Satis. While it retains
the variable inlet valve timing system of
the previous generation, this engine is
equipped with a new engine management
computer and a new motorized throttle
valve assembly to optimize ease of driving.
The new combustion chamber and air
intake system bring additional gains in
terms of ease of driving and the reduction
of fuel consumption with 8.0
litres/100km (191g of CO2/km). This
engine develops 98.5kW (136bhp) at
5,500rpm and a maximum torque of
191Nm (19.8m.kg) at 3,750rpm. In
order to offer great flexibility in use, 90%
of the maximum torque is available from
2,000rpm. Together with the new 
six-speed gearbox with its short and close-
spaced ratios, the 2.0 16V engine 
provides Mégane II with both ease of 
driving and high performance. 

A high-performance supercharged version
of this engine, developed by Renault
Sport, will be offered at a later date.

Acoustics was another major avenue 
of development. This new engine incorpo-
rates a cylinder block with a large mating
surface  for the gearbox plus a remote
mounted water pump. The whole of the
rotating assembly has been optimized,
the valve timing and the tension of the
drive belt is less severe in order to reduce
noise levels. Finally, a twin-mass flywheel,
240mm in diameter, has been adopted in
order to avoid transmitting vibrations from
the crankshaft to the gearbox, thus further
improving acoustic performance.



The 1.5 dCi 80 engine develops
60kW (80bhp) at 4,000rpm and
a maximum torque of 185Nm
(19.3m.kg) at 2,000rpm. This
engine provides vigorous response
with 90% of maximum torque
available from the lowest engine
speeds. The flexibility and reserve
of torque at low speeds is comple-
mented by the adoption of a Borg-
Warner turbocharger with extremely
low inertia for reduced response
time, and a close-ratio gearbox.
This drivetrain provides Mégane II
with a very good level of perfor-
mance.

Environmentally-friendly, this new-
generation diesel engine allows the
Mégane II 1.5 dCi 80 to achieve
a fuel consumption of only 4.6
litres/100km in the European 
combined cycle, and CO2 emissions
as low as 120g/km, a value which
forms a benchmark in this class.
In town, the reduced capacity 
and lower weight of the engine
significantly reduce fuel consump-
tion. Exhaust emissions conform
with the Euro 3 (Euro 2000) 
standards, with the use of a two-way

catalytic converter installed imme-
diately downstream of the exhaust
manifold in order to ensure its fast
warm-up, and a system of treatment
for oxides of nitrogen through 
electrically-controlled exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR).

All the appeal 
of the popular
120bhp 1.9 dCi
for Mégane II
Mégane II also comes with the 
1.9 dCi 120 (F9Q) engine much
appreciated in Laguna II. This
engine offers a high torque of
270Nm (27.9m.kg) at 2,000rpm,
thanks to the adoption of a
variable-nozzle turbocharger equi-
pped with vanes whose angle is
electronically controlled as a func-
tion of engine speed and load. At
low engine speeds and loads it
reacts like a small turbocharger
with very low inertia, providing fast
response. At higher engine speeds

it behaves more like a large turbo-
charger, allowing more air to be
forced into the engine. Thanks to
the continuously variable control
of the vanes, the driver feels no
jerkiness, nor any sudden change
in performance.

Coupled with the new six-speed
gearbox, this engine gives Mégane
II the character of a high-speed
touring model, at ease on winding
roads with vigorous response, or on
motorways, cruising comfortably at
high speed with the engine speed
reduced in sixth gear. Apart from
a low fuel consumption of only
5.4 litres/100km in the combined
cycle (144g of CO2/km), the use
of a two-way catalytic converter
installed immediately downstream
of the exhaust manifold means
faster warm-up, and an electric
EGR valve limits the emissions
of nitrogen oxides, making the
engines more environmentally-
friendly. Exhaust emission levels
comply with the requirements of
Euro 3 (Euro 2000).
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Two of the latest dCi engines 
for Mégane II:  80bhp 1.5 
and 120bhp 1.9  
The Mégane II diesel range at the time
of launch will consist of the 1.5 dCi 80
and 1.9 dCi 120 engines, common-rail
turbodiesel units featuring the latest
technological developments. During
2003, two further versions of these
engines will be introduced, a 100bhp 
1.5 dCi and a 140bhp 1.9 dCi.

120g of CO2
for Mégane II with
the 1.5 dCi 80 
A new generation turbodiesel engine
whose qualities were praised when it was
launched in New Clio, the 1.5 dCi 80
(K9K) is the entry-level power unit for the
Mégane II range. We can recall that the
second-generation common-rail fuel
injection system developed for this 

engine in partnership with Delphi
Automotive Systems is noteworthy for
pressurizing only the amount of fuel
actually needed. This improves efficiency
and consequently optimizes fuel consum-
ption. It is also equipped with dedicated
calibration for each injector, allowing the
injection timing and quantity to be indivi-
dually controlled for each cylinder. 

This injection system allows better
control of the quality of combustion and
especially of the pre-injection pulse,
which takes place closer to the main
injection and which is continuously reca-
librated to the benefit of performance,
exhaust emissions and noise level.
Already much praised in New Clio, this
acoustic quality is further improved in
Mégane II by the adoption of a so-called
flexible flywheel. This reduces the 
rumbling noise which is characteristic of
diesel engines.



features allow selector travel to be 
reduced (to about 25mm) with less
load and increased precision of 
selection, to the benefit of driving
pleasure. A new reverse gear brake
has also been developed, halving the
load needed for engagement.

A new six-speed manual gearbox 
designated “ND0” of Nissan origin is 
fitted to the high-range 1.9 dCi and
2.0 16V engines. This is intended to
cover the torque capacity range from
200 to 300Nm which is tending to
become more widely encountered in
this market segment. This new gearbox,
with a shaft layout, is notable for its
compactness due to its low height,

and for its lightness (47.5kg).
Considerable work has been done on
gearshifting quality, to achieve very
high levels of both precision and
lightness of shifting. Selector travel is
particularly short, making for even
more precision and better guidance.

The sixth gear brings many advan-
tages and allows the potential of the
high-range Mégane II engines to be
exploited to the full. Response is
improved in each of the intermediate
gears while fuel consumption and
noise level are reduced in motorway
driving. Gear ratios have been adapted
to each engine with shorter and closer
ratios for more dynamic driving with
the 2.0 16V engine. For driving more
of a “grand touring” type, the 1.9 dCi
120 engine adopts higher and wider
ratios, to better exploit the very high
torque output of this unit. 

Mégane II will also at a later date be
available with automatic transmission
in the form of the four-speed
Proactive unit (DP0), now equipped
with a flick-shift sequential selector.
This four-speed transmission, control-
led by nine auto-adaptive laws, will be
offered with the 2.0 16V engine, and
then with the 1.6 16V. With the flick-
shift selector, the driver can decide on
the timing of each gearshift for him-
self with a single movement of the
lever, having first moved it across the
gate from the “Drive” position. In this
mode, in order to protect the mecha-
nism, any upward or downward selec-
tion at an unsuitable engine speed is
overridden. When slowing down, the
ratio best adapted to the speed is
automatically engaged regardless of
the mode selected. It is therefore
impossible to end up with the engine
either overspeeding or running at less
than normal idling speed. 

In Mégane II, Proactive automatic
transmission includes developments
such as a new computer which opti-
mizes dialogue between engine and
transmission to smoothen gearshifting
and ensure perfect compatibility with
ESP/ASR. Very compact, the Proactive
transmission is lightened when fitted
to the 1.6 16V engine thanks to the
use of an aluminium differential
casing.
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Revamped transmissions and an 
all-new six-speed manual gearbox

3

The manual and automatic trans-
missions in Mégane II have been
developed with the aim of exploiting
all the potential of the engines. For
the sake of ease of use, the entire
Mégane II range uses hydraulically
operated clutches which ensure
excellent vibration isolation and
constant pedal load over time.

The 1.4 16V and 1.6 16V petrol
engines and the 1.5 dCi 80 diesel
benefit from a new generation of
five-speed manual gearboxes desi-
gnated JH (petrol engines) and JR
(diesel engines). With a two-shaft
layout, these units have a torque
capacity of 160 and 200Nm, 
respectively. Developed from the
well-proven “J” series of gearboxes,
the Mégane II units have been 
optimized to improve efficiency and
gearchange quality. 

These gearboxes are now equipped
with double-cone synchronizers with
ball bearings on the first two gears,
and cable operation. These two 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF VEHICLE DRIVETRAINS MUST COMPLY WITH INCREASINGLY SEVERE CONSTRAINTS CREATED BY THE STEADY SPREAD

OF TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEMS.

TO MEET THIS NEED FOR DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY AND TO ACHIEVE STEADY PROGRESS IN THE AREA OF ACOUSTICS, THE MÉGANE

II MANUAL GEARBOXES ARE MATED WITH A CLOSED DIFFERENTIAL UNIT OF NEW DESIGN. THIS DIFFERENTIAL IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE

SPHERICAL FORM OF MANUFACTURE OF THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR THE SATELLITE AND PLANET GEARS. POSITIONING AND CONTACT

SURFACES ARE OPTIMIZED BY THE LAYOUT WHICH IS ALSO MORE COMPACT AND LIGHTER BY 2KG. 

THE GEARS USED IN THIS “SPHERICAL” DIFFERENTIAL ARE FORGED TO ACHIEVE EXTREMELY HIGH RELIABILITY AND MORE PRECISE GEAR

ENGAGEMENT TO THE BENEFIT OF NOISE LEVELS.

SPHERICAL DIFFERENTIAL



gearbox filters the transmission of
vibration and oscillations of the
powertrain assembly. 

In Mégane II, the 1.5 dCi 80 engine
is equipped with a flexible flywheel
in order to achieve the characteristics
of a higher-segment model.

The F-series engines – the 2.0 16V
and 1.9 dCi – incorporate a cylinder

block known as the “large mating
face” type to maximize the mating
surface between the engine and the
gearbox. this feature improves acous-
tic characteristics at high speeds and
improves operation of the drivetrain
at low speeds. These engines are also
equipped with a twin-mass damping
flywheel which prevents booming
at low speeds, and excitation of the

gearbox gears and differential.
A damped windscreen comprising
a layer of absorbent resin contained
between two layers of polyvinyl buty-
ral is fitted with the 1.9 dCi and 2.0
16V engines. This windscreen contri-
butes to acoustic comfort by preven-
ting booming at medium and high
speeds. The innovation is compatible
with the athermal treatment of the 
heat-reflective windscreen.

The engine mountings are softer
thanks to the use of solutions hitherto
reserved for top-range applications,
such as the adoption of a one-piece
stabilizing bar or, on the 1.9 dCi and
2.0 16V VVT engines, of a fourth
attachment point. These develop-
ments clearly position Mégane II
among the best in the market in
acoustics.

3

Acoustic comfort 
of the highest standard

3

A major element in driving comfort
and travelling pleasure, the acoustic
qualities of Mégane II have been
developed with special care. The
treatment of body, wind and mecha-
nical noise was taken into account
from the earliest stages of design. 

An in-depth study of the Mégane II
underbody was made to reconcile
optimized acoustics with a high level
of passive safety. The achievement of
the highest level of vibratory quality
in the segment called for the stiffe-
ning of the structure at the engine
unit and suspension attachment
points. Resonance has been reduced
by strengthening the interface 
between the nose structure and the
cabin and installing three cross-
members. With the same objective,
the front longerons have been
embedded within a scuttle section
cross-member connected to the
bases of the front pillars, while the
scuttle side structure is stabilized by
the nose structure module.

Optimizing every detail has involved
thickening the lock operating wires,
reducing mechanical play in the
seats and improving finish on the 
folding back seat latch. A seal bet-
ween the windscreen and dashboard
prevents any noise from being trans-

mitted from the scuttle and the
underbody components into the
cabin. At floor level, the application
of sound absorbent material between
the upper and lower sections 
prevents the transmission of road
noise into the cabin. 

In the bodywork area, the opening
panels benefit from the use of
double-sealed 4mm toughened glass
for the side windows, in addition to
reduced assembly tolerances. The
shape of the bonnet is slightly curved
towards the rear to form a deflector
for the windscreen wipers. Also note-
worthy is a 5mm-thick windscreen
and the insertion of expanding stop-
pers into box sections to prevent 
the propagation of noise from the
powertrain assembly or the exterior. 

Different solutions have been adopted
for the powertrain assem-
blies according to the
various characteristics of
the components. For the
petrol and diesel engines,
the attachment points have
been strengthened and a
connecting link has been
added at the right-hand end
of the transmission. The
widespread adoption of
cable operation for the 

THE FLEXIBLE ENGINE FLYWHEEL IS EQUIPPED AT ITS CENTRE WITH A MACHINED-IN-PLACE DISH WHICH IS THINNER THAN THAT AT THE

RIM. THIS DIFFERENCE IN THICKNESS ALLOWS THE VIBRATORY MODE OF THE ENGINE’S ROTATING ASSEMBLY TO BE DECOUPLED FROM

THAT OF THE POWERTRAIN ASSEMBLY. RESONANCE IS THUS ELIMINATED, WITH A RESULTING REDUCTION OF 5 DECIBELS IN VIBRATION

AT THE BODY ENTRY POINT, EQUIVALENT TO A REDUCTION OF 2 DECIBELS INSIDE THE CABIN. 

THE FLEXIBLE ENGINE FLYWHEEL

THE TWIN-MASS DAMPING FLYWHEEL IS A FLYWHEEL WHICH CONSISTS OF TWO DISCS CONNECTED BY SEVERAL SPRINGS. THE PUR-
POSE OF THESE DISCS, IS TO DISSIPATE THE ENERGY OF OSCILLATION. THE TWIN-MASS DAMPING FLYWHEEL WORKS AS A VIBRATION

FILTER TO COUNTER THE EFFECTS OF ACYCLIC ENGINE OPERATION AND ITS ACOUSTIC CONSEQUENCES IN THE FORM OF “BOOMING” WITHIN

THE VEHICLE AND OF GEAR RATTLE WITHIN THE DRIVETRAIN. THE TWIN-MASS DAMPING FLYWHEEL THUS OFFERS COMPLETE FILTRATION

WITH A SIGNIFICANT SAVING OF 5 TO 6DB AT 1,200RPM BY COMPARISON WITH A CONVENTIONAL SINGLE-MASS FLYWHEEL.

THE TWIN-MASS DAMPING FLYWHEEL


